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A B S T R A K 

Masih banyak guru yang belum memanfaatkan teknologi sebagai sumber belajar 

bagi siswa. Hal ini menyebabkan bahan ajar yang dimiliki siswa kurang menarik. 

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk melihat kelayakan produk yang dikembangkan yaitu 

buku digital pada materi makroekonomi. Kelayakan buku digital yang dibuat terbagi 

menjadi dua yaittu kelayakan dari para ahli dan kelayakan dari sampel 

(mahasiswa). Penelitian ini berjenis R&D dengan model pengembangan yang 

dipilih yaitu model pengebangan ADDIE. Teknik pengambilan sampel yang 

digunakan yaitu simpel random sampling dengan sampel yang digunakan sebanyak 

36 mahasiswa aktif prodi pendidikan ekonomi. Instrumen pengumpulan data yang 

digunakan ada 3 meliputi instrumen validasi ahli media dan materi yang memiliki 

10 pernyataan dan instrumen respon mahasiswa yang berjumlah 28 pernyataan. 

Analisis data yang digunakan berupa statistik deskriptif. Hasil validasi materi untuk 

kedua validator didapatkan sebesar 42 (sangat baik) dan 37 (baik), kemudian untuk 

ahli media didapatkan skor sebesar 38 (baik) dan 39 (baik), sedangkan untuk respon 

mahasiswa pada aspek materi didapatkan skor sebesar 29.25 (direkomendasikan), 

aspek media sebesar 52,5 (sangat direkomendasikan), aspek output sebesar 9.75 

(direkomendasikan), dan untuk semua aspek sebesar 91.5 (sangat 

direkomendasikan). Berdasarkan hasil yang telah didapatkan dari validasi maupun 

uji coba kelompok kecilnya  menunjukkan bahwa buku diital pada materi 

makroekonomi sudah layak digunakan sebagai sumber belajar pelengkap pada 

perkuliahan materi makroekonomi. 

A B S T R A C T 

There are still many teachers who have not used technology as a learning resource for students. This causes the teaching 

materials that students have less attractive. This study aims to see the product's feasibility, namely a digital book on 

macroeconomic material. The feasibility of the digital-book is divided into two, namely, the feasibility of the experts and the 

feasibility of the sample (students). This research is an R&D type with the selected development model, namely the ADDIE 

development model. The sampling technique used is simple random sampling with a sample of 36 active students of an 

economic education study program. There are 3 data collection instruments used, including media and material expert 

validation instruments with ten statements and student response instruments totalling 28 statements. Analysis of the data used 

in the form of descriptive statistics. The results of material validation for both validators were 42 (very good) and 37 (good), 

then for media experts, scores were 38 (good) and 39 (good), while for student responses to the material aspect, a score of 

29.25 (recommended) was obtained. , the media aspect is 52.5 (highly recommended), the output aspect is 9.75 

(recommended), and for all aspects, 91.5 (highly recommended). Based on the results obtained from the validation and small 

group trials, digital books on macroeconomic material are appropriate to be used as complementary learning resources in 

macroeconomics lectures. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-SA license.  
Copyright © 2021 by Author. Published by Universitas Pendidikan Ganesha. 

 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 Universities themselves play an important role in producing skilled human resources (Blesia et al., 

2021; Sahu, 2020). In recent decades, efforts to increase the capacity of higher education institutions have 

become a challenge to meet the needs of Indonesia's skilled young generation (Cahyadi, 2020). In 1980, 

Indonesia first initiated the expansion of higher education on the basis of the demand for skilled graduates 

(Brewis, 2019; Gunawan et al., 2019). Currently, this is still being done, especially with the development of 

technology that is rapidly making education not limited by time and place. With this technology, of course, it 
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helps educators, in this case lecturers, to create interesting learning in terms of the environment or media used 

(Baya’a et al., 2019; Chang et al., 2020; Sadaf & Johnson, 2017). 

There is no doubt that technology has become an important thing in education in today's digital era 

(Hashim, 2018; MacLachlan et al., 2018; Sarker et al., 2019). Until now technology has played a role as a 

supporter in improving learning outcomes and teaching and learning processes, this includes collecting material 

on the internet or using applications as a method of presenting material (Haji et al., 2017; Martirosyan et al., 

2019; Nordlöf et al., 2019). In addition to this, technology can also be used as a teacher complement in 

improving practice in education (Fu & Hwang, 2018; Muhtadi et al., 2018; Tondeur et al., 2019). The problem 

that occurs today is that many teachers have not used technology as a learning resource for students (Sidiq & 

Najuah, 2020; Winatha et al., 2018). This causes the teaching materials owned by students to be less attractive 

(Fonda & Sumargiyani, 2018; Raharjo et al., 2017). In using technology in the field of education, sufficient 

knowledge and experience is needed so that there is no misrepresentation of information or material in class. 

One example of presenting flexible and interactive digital-based materials can be found in the application of 

epub-based digital books. 

Digital books today have become a trend that is in great demand because they have some very profitable 

potential (Stover et al., 2016; Prasetya et al., 2018; Bus et al., 2020). Digital books are digital forms of printed 

books that can be displayed on computers or other electronic devices (Sezgin & Ulus, 2017; Marselina et al., 

2019; Korat et al., 2021). Digital books in their use become a real solution in solving the problems and 

drawbacks of print-based books. Digital books will not be damaged or run out because they are basically 

intangible like printed books (Ozturk & Hill, 2020; Hidayati & Elmunsyah, 2021). With these various 

conveniences, of course, digital books are superior in terms of ease of access and durability compared to printed 

books. That way, the researcher intends to develop an epub-based digital book on macroeconomics lecture 

material. 

Macroeconomics or often called macroeconomics is one part of the economic field that discusses all 

economic problems (Jusman & Puspitasari, 2019; Giffarina, 2021). Fields of macroeconomic studies include 

inflation, interest rates, exchange rates, imports, exports, world oil prices, and others (Mota-Hernandez et al., 

2014; Salim, 2016; Candy & Winardy, 2018; Kennedy & Hayrani, 2018). Macroeconomic studies are explained 

in detail based on the economic problems of a country, therefore the topics discussed tend to be more numerous 

and complex. Macroeconomics learning tends to be memorizing so that in this case it requires an interactive 

media that can explain the complexities studied in macroeconomics. Based on this, the best solution is to 

develop an interactive multimedia-based digital book that can be accessed digitally.  

Digital books are durable and flexible both in terms of time and use (Sargeant, 2015; Mawarni & 

Muhtadi, 2017; Kholiq, 2020). Digital books in macroeconomic learning are very appropriate innovations in 

facilitating student lectures. In addition, in macroeconomic learning there are also many important terms that 

students must remember, therefore by using digital books it is easy to find these complicated terms (Yildiz & 

Gunsoy, 2017; Kuorikoski & Lehtinen, 2018). Students no longer need to go back and forth looking for these 

terms because this can be handled by looking in the search column in digital books. In addition to this, from the 

perspective of the teacher or lecturer, this is a good innovation in helping lecturers to find more varied learning 

resources. 

This research is a refinement of previous research. Previous research from several experts has integrated 

economic learning with electronic modules (Reneman et al., 2021). More specifically, research from (Arico et 

al., 2018; Nyatanga & Mukorera, 2019) macroeconomic material can be used as material for developing a 

module. In terms of material, there is no research that uses macroeconomic material as material for developing 

digital books. Previous research from several experts (Dewi et al., 2018; Liao et al., 2018; Wusqo et al., 2021) 

chose non-economic materials in developing a digital book. Then in terms of research variables, several experts 

examined the effectiveness of using digital books with printed books (Suyatna et al., 2018; Siwiendrayanti et al., 

2019; Suryani et al., 2021). Previous research shows that there is no research on the development of digital 

books on macroeconomic material, previous research is only limited to the development of macroeconomic 

modules. The author's research is only limited to digital books and does not use other variables such as printed 

books or modules. Based on the urgency and previous research objectives of this research are as follows: (1) 

describe the feasibility of digital book materials for macroeconomic materials developed, (2) describe the 

feasibility of digital book media for macroeconomic materials developed, and (3) describe student responses 

regarding the products developed.   

 

2. METHOD 

 The type of research conducted by the author is R&D. R&D research is one of the research methods 

used to produce a product whose effectiveness is tested (Hamidah et al., 2014; Purwanto & Rizki, 2015). The 

development model used is the ADDIE development model which consists of analysis, design, development, 
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implementation, and evaluation. The ADDIE model is preferred because it is considered more complete and 

rational than other development models (Muruganantham, 2015; Suryaningsih, 2017). 

Data was taken using simple random sampling with data analysis techniques in the form of descriptive 

statistics, according to Lone & Tailor (2017) simple random sampling is commonly used by researchers to 

predict the variance of a sample population. The samples taken in this study were 36 active students whose 

allocation was used in small group trials and student responses to e-pub-based digital books. As for the 

validation using a questionnaire as a data collection instrument. As for the material expert validation instrument 

grid, it can be seen in table 1. 

 

Table 1. Grid of Material Expert Assessment Instruments   

No. Rated aspect Statement Number 

1 Preliminary 1, 2 

2 Contents 2, 4 

3 Curriculum 4, 5 

4 Economic Concept 6, 7 

5 Summary 9 

6 Assignments/Tests 10 

  

Then for the validation of media experts, several aspects related to the use of contents in digital books 

were used. The aspects assessed can be seen in table 2 relating to the media expert validation instrument grid. 

  

Table 2 . Media Expert Assessment Instrument Grid 

No. Rated aspect Statement Number 

1 Component 1, 2 

2 Content 3, 4, 9 

3 Interface 5, 6, 10 

4 Interactivity 7, 8 

  

From tables 1 and 2 it is known that there are 10 statements that are assessed using a Likert scale of 1 to 

5 with details, 1 (very bad), 2 (not good), 3 (enough), 4 (good), and 5 (very good). not good). Because media and 

material experts have the same number of aspects and Likert scales, the scoring categories are also the same as 

each other. The scoring categories can be seen in table 3 below. 

 

Table 3 . Scoring Category Material Expert and Media Expert Assessment   

Score Interval  Category Information 

40.01 – 50.00 Very Good No Need Revision 

30.01 – 40.00 good No Need Revison 

2 0.01 – 30.00 Enough Need a Little Revision 

15 .01 - 20:00 Bad Need Revision 

10.00 - 15.00 Very Bad Need Revison 

  

Then to assess the benefits of the product, an assessment of student responses was carried out which 

was divided into several indicators. The student response questionnaire has 28 statements with a Likert scale of 1 

to 4 with details of 1 (strongly disagree), 2 (disagree), 3 (agree), and 4 (strongly agree). To determine whether 

digital books are suitable for use based on student opinions, a scoring category is needed which can be seen in 

table 4. 

 

Table 4. Category Student Response Material Aspects in Digital Books   

Score Interval  Category 

29.26 - 36.00 Very Worth it  

22.6 - 29. 25 Worth it 

15 .76 - 22.5 Not worth it  

9.00 - 15.75 Very Not Worth it   

 

After seeing the response to the material aspect, the researcher then looked at the categories in the 

media aspect. The categories of student responses to the media aspect can be seen in the following table 5. 
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Table 5 . Category Student Response M edia Aspects in Digital Books  

Score Interval  Category 

52.1 - 64.0 Very Worth it  

40.1 - 52.0 Worth it 

28.1 - 40.0 Not worth it  

16.0 - 28.0 Very Not Worth it   

 

After seeing the response to the media aspect, the next researcher also looked at the categories in the 

aspect of output or output. The categories of student responses on the output aspect can be seen in the following 

table 6. 

 

Table 6. Cat egory Student Response Output Aspects in Digital Books   

Score Interval  Category 

9.76 - 12.00  Very Worth it  

7.5 1 - 9.75  Worth it 

5.26 - 7.50 Not worth it  

3.00 - 5 . 25 Very Not Worth it   

 

After seeing the response to the external aspect, the next researcher also looked at the category in the 

overall aspect. The categories of student responses in all aspects can be seen in the following table 7. 

 

Table 7.  Cat egory Student Response All Aspects in Digital Books  

Score Interval Category 

91.1 – 112.0 Very Worth it  

70.1 – 91.0 Worth it 

49.1 – 70.0 Not worth it  

28.0 – 49.0 Very Not Worth it   

  

The procedure for conducting the research begins with analyzing (Analysis) problems through literature 

studies and then conducting field studies by observing the potential that has been obtained on campus in 

supporting the learning process starting from product development that will be produced according to the needs 

of students themselves, student knowledge in using electronic devices such as computers, and tentative 

documents of learning outcomes. macroeconomics that has been done by students. For the specification of 

activities, the orientation of the activities is determined for the initial determination of the learning objectives 

themselves; analyze student categorization; and analyze the needs and application of basic competencies 

acquired during learning. Then for the design stage there are 5 activities carried out, namely formulating the 

success of the indicators used, choosing the research procedures carried out, determining learning methods, 

determining topics or materials and making flow charts based on storyboards. Then for the development stage, 

which is the realization of the design stage that has been designed, at this stage an instrument for measuring 

product performance is also made. The next stage is the implementation stage where there are several activities 

carried out, namely distributing or giving digital books to students. After this is completed, the last stage is to 

carry out an evaluation which consists of several activities, namely conducting comprehensive continuous 

monitoring and evaluation in the form of published studies on activities, end of activities, and non-formal 

activities, conducting formal evaluations consisting of alpha test involving validators related to materials and 

media that have been analyzed, as well as conducting beta test activities consisting of several educators and 

involving approximately 10 students with various competency backgrounds (high , medium, and low). At the 

end of the activity, a summative evaluation was carried out in the form of a feasibility test on the final product 

that had been perfected, in addition, a comprehensive evaluation was carried out regarding students' cognitive 

and interpersonal abilities. which has been previously tested from the use of the product. 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Result 

Validation was carried out twice, namely on the material and media used. The validation results from 

the two experts. Based on the results of data analysis, the assessments given by learning content experts were 42 

and 32, so the developed media received very good qualifications. The assessment results of the learning media 
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experts scored 38 and 39 so that the developed media received good qualifications. After the product in the form 

of a digital book has been validated, the researcher then reviews the benefits of digital books for students. The 

material aspect as many as 22 students (61.11%) highly recommend it while 14 students recommend it. Then for 

the media aspect, 18 people highly recommend it and 18 people recommend it. Then for the output aspect, 23 

students highly recommend it while the remaining 13 students recommend digital books. Then for all aspects, it 

can be seen that 24 students (66.67%) highly recommend it and the remaining 12 students recommend it. 

The development of a product related to technology in education is becoming an important thing 

today  (Chien, 2017; Snape & Zealand, 2017). Before being tested on samples or students, a product in this case 

is a digital book on macroeconomic material, it is important to carry out a validation which indicates that the 

product is feasible to be tested (Komatsu et al., 2017; Price et al., 2017; Silva et al., 2019).  The validation used 

in developing digital books is to use media experts and material experts. The material expert shows the 

suitability assessment and selection of the materials used, while the media expert shows the design assessment 

from the digital book (Arista & Kuswanto, 2018; Ismara et al., 2021). Based on table 9, it is found that the 

results are in the good and very good categories, referring to these results it can be concluded that digital books 

are worthy of trial by considering the suitability of the materials and media used are attractive, creative, and 

innovative. 

After the product was suitable for use, the researcher then conducted a small group trial by taking 

student responses to digital books. The trial kelo m small group carried out to look at the feasibility of digital 

books based on the views of students (Outhwaite et al., 2019; Griffith et al., 2020). The results obtained show 

that the material aspect gets an average score of 29.25 (worth it), the media aspect gets 52.5 (very worth it), for 

the output aspect it gets a score of 9.75 (worth it), and for all aspects it gets a score of 91.5 (very worth it).  it). 

The results of the small group trial show that digital books are worthy of being a source of student learning, this 

can be shown from the responses of students who mostly recommend digital books to become a learning 

resource in macroeconomics lectures. The results obtained indicate that students basically want interesting and 

flexible learning, but this is mostly not done often because it is constrained by monotonous and boring learning 

resources (Zaki et al., 2020; Zetriuslita et al., 2020). Most students expect a learning innovation to come from the 

method or source of learning such as the use of digital books. 

Digital book is basically a flexible and portable media resource (Block & Kühn, 2017; Fürstenberg & 

Weßling, 2018; Schlimbach & Asghari, 2020). Its flexible and portable nature makes many educators and 

teachers interested in developing and implementing it in the classroom (Faniband et al., 2020; Hassan Al-Ahdal, 

2020).  However, it is not easy. It takes not only material knowledge but also thorough technological knowledge. 

Many teachers stop in the middle of the road in developing digital books, especially on economics. Most of them 

think that they do not have time to work because the teaching schedule is quite busy coupled with the nature of 

books in general which are dense in the material. The researcher considers that this should not be allowed to 

continue if the teacher or educator does not have enough time. The researcher thinks to help the teacher by 

making a digital book, especially on macroeconomic material. The macroeconomic material itself was chosen 

because of its complex and varied nature so that it required the combination of each part of the material covering 

various sources. 

This research brings fresh air to teachers in implementing technology in classroom learning. The 

implications of this research can be viewed from various aspects, one of which is the subject of education, one of 

which includes students, teachers or lecturers, and the institutions themselves. For students, this book can be 

used as a guide or a complement to macroeconomic learning resources which tend to be complex and mostly 

varied. Developing books contain actual materials and also very interesting in terms of graphics. With this 

interest, it certainly makes learning more comfortable and innovative again. In addition, with a simple but 

complex explanation, it makes it easier for students to absorb information related to economic problems that tend 

to be varied and different in each region and country. On the other hand, long-term use can improve the 

pedagogical abilities of prospective economics teachers, most of which require strong analytical skills on 

economic problems (Hogan & Devi, 2019; Shastina et al., 2020; Han & Zhang, 2021). Based on this, it can be 

concluded that this digital book can be a real solution in overcoming students' problems in understanding 

macroeconomic material. Then for teachers such as lecturers or teachers, this is a good and innovative 

complementary source of learning. Teachers do not need to bother interpreting sentences or words, because this 

digital book is explained in a simple way but does not reduce the complexity of the material. In addition, 

important terms can be searched easily using digital books compared to printed books which are quite 

troublesome in finding an important term. For an educational institution, this is very important in achieving the 

vision and mission that they have previously made (Pöntinen & Räty-Záborszky, 2020; Saddhono et al., 2019; 

Yikici et al., 2019). Most of an educational institution has a vision of producing a qualified graduate both in 

terms of knowledge and attitude. With this digital book, it can directly improve the quality of students so that it 

can make agencies in this case study programs to increase accreditation or maintain their previous accreditation. 

On the other hand, the use of digital books that reflect the use of technology in education shows that an agency 
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or study program is not out of date with other agencies, this also results in healthy competition in innovation and 

creativity, especially in macroeconomic economics learning material (Smith et al., 2018; Weiss et al., 2018). 

This research is a refinement of previous research. Research from Saputri et al., (2021) focuses on the 

development of digital books on m ateri overall economy and not discuss the specifics of the material. 

Meanwhile, research from (Rasmawan, 2020; Supriyadi et al., 2020) takes a specific theme again, but the study 

material is not economic learning, especially macroeconomics. Then several previous studies from several 

experts showed that the effectiveness of digital books can be compared with ordinary printed books (Uygarer & 

Uzunboylu, 2017; Suyatna et al., 2018; Abed, 2019). Then in terms of the sample used, the study was limited to 

using only one class of 36 samples, this is different from previous research from (Shehu & Jere, 2016; Ibrahim & 

Alqahtani, 2018) which took more samples than the author's research. Research is not always perfect. In the 

author's research, only used a small sample of 36 students. In addition, this study only focuses on digital books 

and does not compare them with other variables as did some experts (Küpper & Alonso, 2019) using two 

variables, namely printed books and digital books. The data analysis used is also limited to descriptive statistics 

and does not use assumption testing and hypothesis testing. Based on this, the researcher suggests for further 

research to add several more classes so that hypothesis testing can be carried out. In addition, using two variables 

in the form of printed books and digital books can make research even more varied. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Student responses, both in terms of material, media, output, and overall aspects showed positive results 

where most of them recommended this digital book. Based on this, it can be concluded that this digital book is 

good and feasible to use both in terms of experts and from the user side, namely the students themselves. 
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